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It started as playful, if barbed, banter before rising to a fateful wager with a most notorious rake—the Captain of the Guard, Jalal al-Khoury—who may have finally met his match in a lovely, if haughty, handmaiden, Despina. But she, too, seems to have met her match in the handsome Jalal. What begins as a tempestuous battle of will and wit in short order becomes a passionate affair spurred on by tragedy of the worst kind.

From bestselling author Antoinette comes the gritty, harrowing tale of a young woman who finds herself drawn to a seductive street hustler who will be the death of her.

All I’ve known is heartache and pain. Everyone I’ve ever cared about has left me. I’m a lonely man living an empty, dead life. It’s hard to imagine a future where I begin to feel again. But I do. I meet her—a woman full of secrets and pain that mirrors my own. Together we find solace in each other. She’s guarded and cautious. Her past has left her completely terrified. All I want to do is hold her and keep her safe. But the past doesn’t stay there. It’s ugly and cruel and will hunt her down with a vengeance. I’ll do anything to save her from those nightmares come to life. Even if she hates me for it.

He thought he could make my life hell. But it already was. The one time Hannah Dewitt tries to live a little, she winds up in the crosshairs of a local thug who seems hellbent on terrorizing her. As it turns out, there is more to Rafe than meets the eye, and their connection stokes her creativity like nothing else. Drawn to him despite the inherent risks, she can’t resist feeding the flames of this unlikely passion no matter how hot they burn. But Rafe isn’t the only monster in her life. Another looms in the background, and he won’t let her go so easily.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * From storytelling phenomenon and hit podcast The Moth—and featuring contributions from Meg Wolitzer, Adam Gopnik, Krista Tippett, Andrew Solomon, Rosanne Cash, Ophira Eisenberg, Wang Ping, and more—a new collection of unforgettable true stories about finding the strength to face the impossible, drawn from the very best ever told on its stages Carefully selected by the creative minds at storytelling phenomenon The Moth, and adapted to the page to preserve the raw energy of stories told live, Occasional Magic features voices familiar and new. Inside, storytellers from around the world share times when, in the face of seemingly impossible situations, they found moments of beauty, wonder, and clarity that shed light on their lives and helped them find a path forward. From a fifteen-year-old saving a life in Chicago to a mother of triplets trekking to the North Pole to a ninety-year-old Russian man recalling his standoff with the KGB, these storytellers attest to the variety and richness of the human experience, and the shared threads that connect us all. With honesty and humor, they stare down their fear, embrace uncertainty, and encourage us all to be more vulnerable, and alive.
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Two sisters come together with a few friends to figure out why a plain, small, ancient porch would invite danger. Intimidating men are chasing Champagne Valley. The local boys think their intimidation tactics won’t work. But the sisters think otherwise. They can take this easy take one on alone but why not include their friends and two women who run a dojo and a bar to help them along.

In the first historical novel about the bestselling Sufi poet Jelaluddin Rumi—based on original sources in Farsi and English—readers discover the key moments that shaped his poetic genius.

Reproduction of the original: The Moth and the Flame by Clyde Fitch

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work may not be in the public domain in the United States and other countries. As a rule, the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

I was almost killed by a delusional murderer five months ago. Since then, the recurring nightmares, creepy hallucinations and overpowering fear are gone. That’s good, right? I mean, no one in their right mind wants to feel like that. I am starting to wonder if I’m in my right mind anymore. My neighbor’s lady being in my neighborhood, I couldn’t believe, but she was there. The Moth things—i’ve got some new friends now. This cool named Chris has taken an interest in me. Everyone is telling me to just leave this weird murder alone. But I can’t stop myself. The more I find out about her death, the more twisted everything is. I think there’s a predator in Harrowdale. And now it’s hunting me up what I gotten myself into?

Love should burn slowly, but with Ezra ‘Ethic’ Okafor it is always fleeting. After an accidental killing affects Alani, the woman he loves, his family is begging him to find a way to keep his promise to Alani and save her. Separated by tragedy and thepair’s shared fate, saving her seems impossible to repair. Ethnic is reduced to misery and raising his children alone once again. With Morgan in the throes of a passionate love affair and Bella in need of guidance that he can’t provide, Ethnic is in turmoil. He’s faking a man and the fingerprint he is leaving on the world is a bloody one. In this second installment of this epic love story, Ashley Antoinette takes into the soul of her readers as she explores the limits of love and forgiveness. Is anything truly unforgivable? Or is Ethnic the one man who can love a woman back from the edge of madness. Ashley Antoinette is one of the most prolific and successful writers of her generation. The feminine half of the popular duo (Ashley and JaQuavis) she has co-written over forty novels. She is most widely regarded for her racy, New York Times Best Selling series, The Prada Plan. To stay updated on all things Ashley follow her on social media. Instagram: @AshleyAntoinette Facebook: facebook.com/authorashleyantoinettewriter Twitter: @Novelista

The third book in the dark and addictive Woody Creek series from bestselling Australian author Joy Dettman "She trips the fine line of pleasure and pain that makes her a compelling read. "Sun Herald In Moth to the Flame, Joy Dettman returns with another dazzling tale of the unforgettable characters of Woody Creek. The year is 1946. The war ended five months ago. Jim Hooper, Jenny Morrison's only love, was lost to that war. And if not for Jenny, he would never have gone. "An eye for an eye," Vern Hooper says. An unforgiving man, Vern wants revenge, but Jenny's only thought is quietly planning his day in court. Then Jenny's father Archie Foote swoops back into town. Archie offers Jenny a tantalising chance at fame and fortune; one way or another he is determined to play a part in her life. Is Jenny's luck about to change, or is she drawn to trouble like a moth is drawn to the flame? "A story of love and loss, Moth to the Flame captures the reader's attention on the first page and sustains it to a satisfying conclusion," Daily Examiner "Detective is an assured and accessible storyteller [this is] her most ambitious saga yet." The Saturday Age Fans of Rosalie Ham’s The Dressmaker will love Joy Dettman.

The Mystic Order of East Alabama Fiction Writers is a group of six women who have met the first Wednesday of every month for over a decade to read each others' work and enjoy good food and drink. Their first collection, Be The Flame, was well received. This updated second edition of Be The Flame (Not The Moth) contains additional writing from each of the five Mystic authors: Joanne Camp, Marian Carcache, Mary Dansak, Gail Langley, Judith Nunn, and new illustrations from Mystic artist Margee Bright-Ragland.

Four, Ever, and the rest of the Blackwood Keep crew are back in this second installment! THE FLAME HERE Lies Louchana Valentine. She was a homebody—until I came. I never cared about the power game, but with a powerful gangster, Lucky for me, my best friend happens to be ruthless too. I should feel guilty that he’s forced to turn on the man who’s been a father to him. Except I’ve always known that Wren’s soul wasn’t as black as he claimed. He was good.He was mine.He just didn’t know it yet. And with Ever’s help, I’m starting to figure it out. This is the end of my story. But if he has his way, virgin is already carved in stone. THE MOTH—i’ve never known anyone as alluring as Lou. Or as frustrating. Since the night she saved my life and stole my wallet for her troubles, I couldn’t stay away. She became my oh.My light.Anyway. With nowhere to run, I’m forced to trust someone I never expected. At least with Lou safe in Blackwood Keep—far away from me—i’ll die with my conscience intact. Because she no longer looks at me with friendship in her eyes. Those iridescent blues shine with a different need entirely, and I’ve never been able to deny her. Alternate Cover Edition. The Moth and the Flame is an interconnected standalone book two of the When Rivals Play series. It’s recommended you start with The Peer and the Pagan first, suitable for ages 16+.

An outstanding book." -The Wall Street Journal "Gripping at every turn." -Outside "A hell of a ride." -The Times (London) An extraordinary true story about one man’s attempt to solve the wounds of war and save his own soul through an audacious adventure. In the 1930s, as official government expeditions set their sights on conquering Mount Everest, a little-known World War I veteran named Maurice Wilson decides to stay away. Of course, he will fly a plane from England to Everest, crash-land on its lower slopes, then become the first person to reach its summit—completely alone. Wilson doesn’t know how to climb. He barely knows how to fly. But he has the right plane, the right equipment, and a deep yearning to achieve his goal. In 1933, he takes off from London in a Gipsy Moth biplane with his course set for the highest mountain on earth. Wilson’s eleven-month journey to Everest is wild: full of twists, turns, and daring. Eventually, in disguise, he sneaks into Tibet just his icicle ordeal is just beginning. Wilson is one of the great War’s heroes, but also one of its villains. His hometown of Bradford in northern England is ripped apart by the fighting. So is his family. He barely survives the war himself. In the end, it is the conflict that ensnips him. He makes a life for himself 12 years later in a land much like the world, burning through marriages and relationships, leaving damaged lives in his wake. When he finally returns to England, nearly a decade after he first left, he finds himself falling in love once more—this time with his best friend’s wife—before depression overtakes him again. He escapes on a crystal ball to stand on one of the world. Wilson’s journey is one of redemption and of the hopes that he can redeem him. This is the "rollicking" (The Economist) tale of an adventurer unlike any you have ever encountered: complex, driven, wry, haunted, and fully alive. He is a man written out of the history books—dismissed as an eccentric and gossiped about because of rumors of his homosexuality. His story restores Maurice Wilson’s rightful place in the annals of Everest and tells an unforgettable story about the power of the human spirit in the face of adversity.

All I’ve known is heartache and pain. Everyone I’ve ever cared about has left me. I’m a lonely man living an empty, dead life. It’s hard to imagine a future where I begin to feel again. But I do. I meet her—a woman full of secrets and pain that mirrors my own. Together we find solace in each other. She’s guarded and cautious. Her past has left her completely terrified. All I want to do is hold her and keep her safe. So I stay there. If she’s ugly and cruel will hunt her down with a vengeance. I’ll do anything to save her from those nightmares come to life. Even if she hates me for it. 